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The rapid transmission of COVID-19 has caused a global health crisis. One of the
primary ways to reduce the spread of the virus is to practice social distancing. Specifically,
it is important to stay at least six feet away from others. However, it is di cult to implement
this, and people can often forget to maintain this distance when they are in a public place.
My solution is a Social Distancing Sensor. This system consists of multiple devices that
communicate with each other through both ultrasonic (US) signals and radio frequency
(RF) signals. The devices are programmed with the use of microcontrollers so that when
any two units come within six feet of each other, both units begin beeping, hence notifying
both users with these devices to step away from each other.
Although not completely accurate, my prototype shows successful proof-of-concept and
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The coronavirus pandemic is a crippling global health crisis. Countries are trying to slow
the transmission of the virus by reducing travel, banning large crowds, and quarantining
citizens, so that people can minimize face-to-face contact with each other [1]. One of the
primary ways to reduce the spread of the virus is to practice social distancing. Social
distancing refers to keeping physical distance between yourself and others. Specifically, it is
important to stay at least 6 feet away from other people [2]. However, it can be di cult to
remember to maintain this distance in a public place and people often violate this distance
threshold.
4.2 Proposed Solution and Applications
My solution to this issue is a Social Distancing Sensor, a system that alerts users when
they are within 6 feet of someone else. This system consists of multiple devices that com-
municate with each other through ultrasonic (US) signals and radio frequency (RF) signals.
The devices are programmed with the use of microcontrollers so that when any two units
come within 6 feet of each other, both units begin beeping, hence notifying both users
wearing these devices to step away from each other.
Although this system could be used on a personal or individual level, it best caters to
businesses or groups that are trying to stay open during this health crisis or are trying to
reopen after a period of inactivity. For example, one application of such a system could
be for construction workers or factory workers who usually work in a large space but may
forget to maintain six feet distance when interacting with others. Another application could
be for a golf course that wants to stay open, so it requires everyone to wear a device.
Such businesses could adopt and implement this Social Distancing Sensor for liability risk
management and for the personal safety of their employees and customers.
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5 Materials
This prototype consists of two devices that communicate with each other. In a real-world
application, one could have dozens of such devices (one device for every user), but I created
a two-device system as a scaled-down version. Consequently, the materials discussed below
are for this specific two-device prototype. Of course, more materials would be needed if
more devices were built.
5.1 Hardware
The following hardware components were used in developing this prototype:
1. Digilent Analog Parts Kit (P/N: 240-000): Since I was working remotely and did not
have access to an electronic lab, I used an analog parts kit that included many basic
electronic building-blocks such as resistors, capacitors, op-amps, and jumper wires.
2. CUI Devices Piezo Buzzers (P/N: CPI-2212-85PM): These are driven by a DC voltage
and were used so that the devices would beep when necessary.
3. Prowave Ultrasonic Transmitters (P/N: 400ST100) and Receivers (P/N: 400SR120):
These transducers change the medium of a signal (between electrical and acoustic).
These were selected for their beam angle, transmitting sound pressure level (for the
transmitter), and receiving sensitivity (for the receiver) specifications. Note that both
the transmitter and receiver have a center frequency of 40 +/- 1 kHz.
5.2 Software
The following software components were used in developing this prototype:
1. SimpleLink CC2640R2 Software Development Kit (SDK) 4.10.00.10: Texas Instru-
ments (TI) provides this SDK to use in conjunction with the CC2640R2 LaunchPad
(discussed below).
2. Code Composer Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE): TI provides this
IDE to develop applications for TI microcontrollers and embedded processors.
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5.3 Microcontroller
A microcontroller allows interface between hardware and software since you can pro-
gram the microcontroller to control or drive the hardware. I used the Texas Instruments
SimpleLinkTM Bluetooth R  Low Energy CC2640R2F wireless MCU LaunchPadTM devel-
opment kit (P/N: LAUNCHXL-CC2640R2). I chose to use a LaunchPad development kit
board (which contains a microcontroller chip) since it has many general input/output pins
that make it easier to interface with, instead of an independent microcontroller chip. Addi-
tionally, the device has built-in radio-frequency communication capabilities [3] and this was
necessary for my project. Without this built-in functionality, it would have been necessary
to build a separate radio antenna and receiver. Although this would have been achievable,
I decided to abstract this component out and use existing RF functionality, so I could fo-
cus primarily on building the ultrasound functionality and programming the microcontroller.
Below is a table with a full list of parts (hardware, software, microcontrollers, etc.)
used to build the prototype and their associated cost. Although building this two-device
prototype was expensive, the cost would be significantly less if such devices were produced
in volume. The unit cost of the op-amps and transducers would be driven down if the parts
were bought in bulk, and using a microcontroller without a development board would also
reduce the cost.
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Part Approximate Total Cost
(# of units x unit cost)
100 ⌦ resistor* 2 x $0.10 = $0.20
1 k⌦ resistor* 2 x $0.10 = $0.20
10 k⌦ resistor* 2 x $0.10 = $0.20
100 k⌦ resistor* 2 x $0.10 = $0.20
100 pF capacitor* 2 x $0.20 = $0.40
47 nF capacitor* 2 x $0.20 = $0.40




3 packs x $1.95 = $5.85
22 AWG Solid Hook Up Wire 2 spools x $2.50 = $5.00
Solderless Breadboard* 2 x $2.93 = $5.86
Piezo Buzzer 2 x $2.13 = $4.26
AA Alkaline 1.5 V Batteries 4 x $0.325 = $1.30
AA Battery Holder w/ 6”
Leads
2 x $1.18 = $2.36
Ultrasonic Transmitter 2 x $5.13 = $10.26
Ultrasonic Receiver 2 x $7.42 = $14.84
SimpleLink CC2640R2 SDK Free
Code Composer Studio IDE Free
TI CC2640R2 LaunchPad
Kits
2 x $34.80 = $69.60
$145.87
Table 1: Parts Used to Build Two-Device Prototype & Their Associated Costs
*Although I listed these parts individually, they were included in the Digilent Analog Parts
Kit (P/N: 240-000) which is listed at $85.
5.4 Tools/Equipment
I also used the following tools/equipment:
1. AstroAI Digital Multimeter: I used this primarily to measure resistance values.
2. Digilent Analog Discovery 2 (AD2) + WaveForms Software: I used the AD2 as an
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oscilloscope, function generator, and power supply. Its counterpart software called
WaveForms allowed me to produce and visualize signals on my laptop.
3. USB Isolators: I used these to protect my laptop from accidental surge attacks and
short circuits when powering the microcontrollers and AD2 from my laptop.
4. Digilent Power Supply: I used this to power the AD2 and ensure that it received
enough power, since the USB isolator limited power to the AD2.
Below is a table with a full list of tools used during this project and their associated costs:
Tool Approximate Total Cost
(# of units x unit cost)
Digital Multimeter** 1 x $13.99 = $13.99
AD2** 1 x $279.00 = $279.00
WaveForms Software Free
USB Isolator 2 x $19.37 = $38.74
Power Supply 1 x $12.99 = $12.99
$344.72
Table 2: Tools/Equipment Used During the Building of Prototype and Their Associated
Costs
**I did not have to purchase these since they were already in stock at Thayer and available
to be loaned out.
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6 Description of Design
6.1 Prototype Setup
This prototype consists of two devices that communicate with each other through both
radio-frequency and ultrasound signals. Each device consists of a LaunchPad board (which
contains a microcontroller), an ultrasound transmitter which broadcasts sound waves to
other devices, an ultrasound receiver which receives sound waves from other devices, a
bandpass filter which amplifies and filters the US receiver output, and a buzzer that beeps
when triggered (if the detected distance is within 6 ft). Below is a labeled image of the
two-device prototype setup.
Figure 1: Setup of Two-Device Prototype
6.2 Operating Instructions
Follow these instructions to operate this prototype:
1. Set up the prototype hardware as described previously in the Prototype Setup subsec-
tion. Also refer to the Schematic of a Single Device subsection for setup information.
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2. Retrieve the rfEchoTxFinal and rfEchoRxFinal folders from the following Github
repository: https://github.com/namyamalik/Engs86_Independent_Project and down-
load them onto your local machine. Import these two projects into Code Composer
Studio by clicking ’Project’ and ’Import CCS Projects’. Browse for each of the two
projects on your local machine and select ”Copy projects into workspace” when im-
porting.
3. Open rfEchoTx.c and rfEchoRx.c since these are the main .c files for each of the
two projects that will need to be built and debugged. Program rfEchoTx.c onto the
device 1 LaunchPad. Program rfEchoRx.c onto the device 2 LaunchPad. If a copy of
either project is ever made, make sure to assign the necessary pins in the header files,
CC2640R2 LAUNCHXL.h and Board.h. This does not happen automatically.
4. Make sure that the op-amps are being powered and the power supply is turned on.
If the op-amps are being powered by batteries, then ensure that the batteries are
connected to V+, V- and GND of the op-amps. The LaunchPads also need to be
powered. They can be powered by connecting to a laptop via USB.
6.3 High-Level Block-Diagram
Below is a high-level block diagram that shows the path of communication between two
units. A lot of details have been abstracted out in this simplified model, but this diagram
gives a top-level overview of how two units communicate to verify the distance between them.
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Figure 2: Top-Level Block Diagram Showing Communication between Two Units
The high-level path of communication is as follows:
1. Device 1 starts in transmission mode and transmits a radio-frequency signal and an
ultrasound signal at the same time. The LaunchPad boards have the built-in capability
to switch between transmission and reception mode to transmit or receive RF signals,
respectively.
2. Device 2, which starts in reception mode, receives the RF packet and US signal (at
di↵erent times since the RF signal travels at the speed of light and the US signal
travels at the speed of sound), reads the voltages at its US receiver, verifies the distance
between the two devices, and triggers its buzzer to beep if the calculated distance is
within 6 feet.
3. Device 2 switches to transmission mode, echoes back the RF packet and transmits a
new US signal at the same time. The reason that this step of sending back a RF signal
and US signal is necessary is because we want both devices to beep if they are in close
proximity. If we stop at step 2, then only the device 2 buzzer will be triggered and
device 1 will have no way of knowing the distance between the two units.
4. Device 1, which has switched to reception mode, receives the RF packet and US signal,
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reads the voltages at its US receiver, verifies the distance between the two devices,
and triggers its buzzer to beep if the calculated distance is within 6 feet.
5. Device 1 switches to transmission mode to transmits an RF packet and US signal at
the same time.
6. The pattern repeats infinitely (until the devices are turned o↵).
6.4 Why Both Ultrasound and Radio Frequency?
One might wonder why both ultrasound and radio-frequency signals are utilized to detect
the distance between two devices.
First, let us consider a scenario in which only RF signals are used. RF signals travel at
the speed of light (about 0.983 ft/ns). For an RF signal to travel 6 ft, the propagation time
would be about 5.9 ns (essentially zero for our purposes). As a result, it is di cult to detect
the distance between two units using purely RF signals (at least with basic equipment)
because the time di↵erence in the transmission and reception of the signal, at all distances
relevant to us, is basically zero.
Now, let us consider a scenario in which only US signals are used. US signals travel at
the speed of sound (about 1.13 ft/ms in air at 68  C). Device 1 will send an ultrasound
signal through its US transmitter (which converts electric signals to sound waves) and device
2 will pick up this signal through its US receiver (which converts sounds waves to electric
signals). However, device 2 has no way of knowing when the sound wave from device 1 was
sent and consequently has no way of knowing the distance between the two devices. There
needs to be way of detecting the transmission start time of the US signal from device 1.
My solution for this was to utilize RF signals and US signals. As discussed previously,
since RF signals travel at the speed of light, their propagation time at small distances is
essentially zero. This key piece of information, when combined with the implementation of
US signals, can be used to detect the distance between two devices. Let us imagine that
device 1 sends a US signal and a RF signal at the same time (or almost the same time
in my design). Device 2 will receive the RF signal before the US signal, since the speed
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of light is much greater than the speed of sound. Device 2 can then note the timestamp
of the RF reception (the time it receives the RF signal). Since the RF signal propagation
time is zero, we can say that this RF signal reception timestamp on device 2 is also the RF
signal transmission timestamp on device 1. And since the RF signal and the US signal were
transmitted at the same time, we now have the transmission start time of the US signal.
Now device 2 has the required information to verify whether it is within 6 feet of device
1. If device 2 reads the voltages at its ultrasonic receiver starting from t = 0 ms until t
= 6 ms, it can detect whether the US signal arrives within 6 ms of its transmission time
and consequently know whether the two devices are within 6 feet of each other. Here we
are making an approximation that the speed of sound is 1 ft/ms. As mentioned previously,
the true speed of sound is 1.13 ft/ms in air. So it would actually take 6.72 ms for the US
signal to travel 6 feet, and hence we would ideally want to sample for at least 6.72 ms.
Additionally, it is important to note that the speed of sound varies with temperature. The
speed of sound in air is 1.13 ft/s at 68  C, and 1.09 ft/s at 32  C [4]. The speed decreases
as the air temperature decreases and this could slightly a↵ect distance measurements.
There are alternative ways to address this problem of detecting distance. For example,
you could synchronize the clocks of all the devices in use. However, this is a risky approach
since you would have to ensure that all the devices would be able to stay exactly calibrated
with each other for a long period of time (several hours or even a full day). Any inconsistency
could disrupt the timing of the transmissions and receptions of the ultrasound and RF
signals and lead to incorrect distance measurements. Another potential approach is to use
a technique called echo-ranging. This method detects the distance of objects by measuring
the time it takes for an ultrasound signal to travel from the source to the object and then
back to the source. Since the ultrasound signal returns to the source, both the transmission
and reception timestamps of the US signal are known and an additional signal source (such
as RF) is not needed. The disadvantages of using this method is that the US signal could
reflect o↵ and hence detect unexpected objects such as walls or trees. Although there are
di↵erent ways to design a solution, using both US and RF signals is the approach adopted
for this project.
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6.5 Schematic of a Single Device
Below is a schematic of a single device. Each device is implemented the same way and
the schematic of each device is identical, so I have shown just one schematic. The schematic
shows the LaunchPad board (which contains the microcontroller) connected to an ultra-
sound transmitter, ultrasound receiver (indirectly through a bandpass filter), and buzzer.
Figure 3: Schematic of a Single Device
The microcontroller supplies a 1 ms, 40 kHz pulse-width-modulated signal burst (through
DIO 21) to the US transmitter. The US transmitter then converts this electric signal to
sound waves and broadcasts them (which are then picked up a US receiver on another
device).
The microcontroller also implements analog-to-digital-conversion (ADC) sampling to
read voltages from the ultrasound receiver at DIO 23. The ultrasound receiver receives
sound waves and converts these to electric signals (voltages). The microcontroller samples
the signal at the US receiver at discrete times so that it can detect when a US signal is
received. However, the microcontroller is not connected directly to the US receiver output.
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The signal at the output of the US receiver is amplified and filtered by a bandpass filter.
The microcontroller then reads the output of the bandpass filter.
Finally, if the microcontroller detects that two devices are within 6 ft of each other, then




7.1 Path of Communication
We have seen a high-level block diagram of this Social Distancing Sensor, but below is
a more detailed and technical diagram of the path of communication between two units.
Figure 4: Path of Communication between Two Units
The detailed path of communication between two units is as follows:
1. Device 1 starts in transmission mode. As mentioned previously, the LaunchPad boards
have the built-in capability to switch between transmission and reception mode to
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transmit or receive RF signals respectively. Device 1 transmits a radio-frequency
signal and a 1ms ultrasound signal burst at the same time.
2. Device 2 starts in reception mode and receives the RF packet. The RF packet arrives
before the US signal, since the speed of light is much greater than the speed of sound.
Device 2 records the timestamp at which the RF packet is received and begins the
analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) sampling at this time. In other words, the device
2 microcontroller begins sampling the signal at its ultrasound receiver to read its
voltages. The RF reception timestamp is equivalent to the transmission timestamp of
the 1ms US burst (since the RF propogation time is zero, and the US signal is sent at
the same time as the RF signal, as discussed previously).
3. If the ultrasound receiver receives the transmitted 1ms US burst within 6ms of when
the ADC sampling begins, then the device 2 buzzer is triggered to beep. This is
because sound travels at a speed of 1ft/ms so if the device 1 transmitted US signal
does not arrive at the device 2 receiver within 6ms, then the two units are more than
6 ft apart. Note that the signal received at the US receiver passes through a bandpass
filter before being read by the microcontroller.
4. There is a programmed delay of 100 ms during which Device 2 switches to transmission
mode. Then device 2 echoes back the RF packet and transmits a new 1ms US signal
burst at the same time.
5. Device 1, which has switched to reception mode, receives the RF packet. The RF
packet arrives before the US signal, since the speed of light is much greater than the
speed of sound. Device 1 records the timestamp at which the RF packet is received
and begins the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) sampling at this time. In other
words, the device 1 microcontroller begins sampling the signal at its ultrasound receiver
to read its voltages. The RF reception timestamp is equivalent to the transmission
timestamp of the 1ms US burst (since the RF propogation time is zero, and the US
signal is sent at the same time as the RF signal, as discussed previously).
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6. If the ultrasound receiver receives the transmitted 1 ms US burst within 6 ms of when
the ADC sampling begins, then the device 1 buzzer is triggered to beep. This is
because sound travels at a speed of 1 ft/ms so if the device 2 transmitted US signal
does not arrive at the device 1 receiver within 6ms, then the two units are more than
6 ft apart. Note that the signal received at the US receiver passes through a bandpass
filter before being read by the microcontroller.
7. There is a programmed delay of 1 s during which Device 1 switches back to transmis-
sion mode. Then a new cycle begins with device 1 transmitting a new RF packet and
a new 1 ms US signal burst at the same time.
8. The pattern repeats infinitely (until the devices are turned o↵).
7.2 Major Components
7.2.1 Ultrasound Signal Generation
An ultrasound transmitter converts electric signals into sound waves, so we must feed
it an electric signal for it to broadcast sound waves. Specifically, we input into the US
transmitter a 1 ms 40 kHz square-wave burst, followed by a 1s idle period. This actually
turns into a 1.1 s idle period since there is a programmed echo delay of 100 ms on each
device.
The input signal has a frequency of 40 kHz because according to the manufacturer
specifications, these specific US transmitters and receivers operate at a frequency of 40
kHz +/- 1.0 kHz (resonant frequency). The transducers can be driven by a sinusoidal or
pulse waveform [5]; I chose to use a pulse (square-wave) waveform because it was easier
to implement this in code and generate it from the microcontroller (using a pulse-width-
modulated signal), rather than trying to implement a sine wave in code. Additionally, a
sine wave would require an analog output, whereas a square-wave allows a digital output
(high or low).
Figure 5 below shows the 1 ms burst repeating every 1.1 seconds. Figure 6 below shows
a zoomed-in version of the 1 ms 40k Hz square-wave signal generated by the microcontroller.
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Figure 5: 1 ms 40 kHz PWM Burst Repeating
Figure 6: 1ms 40 kHz PWM Burst Zoomed-In
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The input signal is a cycle: 1 ms burst followed by a 1 s idle period. This intermittent
burst followed by an idle period is necessary to detect when the US signal was transmitted.
If the square-wave being inputted into the US transmitter was constantly ’high’ and there
was no idle period, then the transmitter would constantly emit sound waves, and the US
receiver on another device would constantly ’ring’. There would be no way of detecting
when the signal was transmitted, since the di↵erentiation between the US receiver ’ringing’
and having no signal is the key information.
To implement this, I used the hardware (which is capable of performing pulse-width
modulation) to generate a square-wave signal burst. I used the PWM API provided by
the SDK and used the TI pwmled2 example project as a model [6]. I alternated the duty
cycle of the signal from 50% (signal is ’high’) and 0% (no signal), and added specific delays
in-between to correspond to the 1 ms or 1 s time blocks, as seen in the code snippet below.
Figure 7: Code Snippet of PWM Signal Generation
7.2.2 Ultrasound Signal Reception: Bandpass Filter
When an ultrasonic receiver receives the 1 ms 40 kHz ultrasound burst, it converts
the sound wave into an electric signal and produces an oscillating sinusoid at its resonant
frequency (40 kHz). However, this output sinusoidal is weak and has a small amplitude
because the signal has attenuated over the distance traveled. For distances of 5-6 feet, the
signal can be di cult to detect. It is important to amplify this signal before it can be read
by the microcontroller. Additionally, we only want the US receiver to react to the 40 kHz
sound waves that are being broadcast by the US transmitter and not any other sound (such
as humans speaking or other environment noise). Although the transducers ideally should
only operate with signals around 40 kHz according to their specifications, it is not a bad
idea to filter out other frequencies just in case the transducers are a↵ected by other sound
waves with di↵erent frequencies.
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So to amplify the US receiver output signal and filter out non-40 kHz frequencies, I used
a bandpass filter. Specifically, I used an active, non-inverting bandpass filter to attain high
input impedance. The gain is 10 and the passband region is 3.4 kHz to 159 kHz. Please see
the Schematic of a Single Device section earlier in this document to see how the bandpass
filter is connected. The calculations for deriving the bandpass filter values are shown in
Appendix A: Bandpass Filter Calculations.
Although the passband region is quite wide, the specifications do dictate that the trans-
ducers should only operate at 40 kHz, as mentioned previously. Additionally, I added a large
100 k⌦ resistor across the legs of the US receiver to reduce the slight input bias current
across the terminals of the OP484 op-amp. I just had to ensure that the value of this resistor
was greater than the impedance of the receiver at 40 kHz.
Figure 8 below shows the non-amplified US receiver output sinusoid. Figure 9 below
shows the amplified US receiver output sinusoid (after it has passed through bandpass
filter). Note how the amplitude of the amplified signal is much larger. Figure 10 below
shows a zoomed-in version of the amplified US receiver oscillation. In these three figures,
the yellow signal is the 1 ms 40 kHz PWM burst, and the blue signal is the US receiver
oscillation.
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Figure 8: PWM Burst + Non-Amplified US Receiver Oscillation (Transducers are about 1
ft apart)
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Figure 9: PWM Burst + Amplified US Receiver Oscillation (Transducers are about 1 ft
apart)
Figure 10: Amplified US Receiver Oscillation Zoomed-In
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7.2.3 Ultrasound Signal Reception: ADC Sampling
Analog to digital conversion (ADC) is the process in which an analog signal is con-
verted into a digital signal. Analog signals are ”real world” signals and must be con-
verted into discrete digital signals so that they can be stored in and processed by a com-
puter/microcontroller [7].
This particular ADC component samples the US receiver output signal after it passes
through the bandpass filter. The function of this component is to detect when the maximum
voltage occurs in the sampling time block because this peak voltage corresponds to the 1
ms US burst transmission. Since the US signal being transmitted is a 1 ms burst (followed
by a 1s idle period), we should also see a signal that lasts for about 1ms at the US receiver.
Specifically, we should see a 40 kHz sinusoid that oscillates for about 1 ms and is idle for the
next 1 s. So, the voltage at the receiver will be zero until the US signal arrives, which will
then cause the voltage to spike. Hence, if we can sample the amplified US receiver signal
for a certain amount of time and detect when the peak voltage occurs in that time block,
we can find the propagation time of the US signal.
To sample a signal, you need to have a sampling frequency of at least twice the frequency
of the signal. However, to accurately capture a signal, it is recommended to have a much
higher sampling frequency (4-5 times the frequency of the signal), so my sampling frequency
is 200 kHz to sample a 40 kHz signal. The sampling time block in my design is 2.5 ms; this
means that the voltages of the amplified US receiver signal are read for 2.5 ms (starting from
when the ADC sampling code begins). However, this time duration is not entirely correct
and leads to some missed data. Ideally, the minimum sampling time block should be 6 ms.
This design flaw is discussed in the Evaluation of Design section ahead. The calculations
















This means that if we sample for 2.5 ms at a sampling rate of 200 kHz, then we will take
500 samples of the signal in that time block. Each sample will be taken every 5 µs (this is
the sampling interval).
To implement this component, I used the ADCBuf API provided by the SDK and used
the TI adcbufcontinuous example project as a model [8]. However, instead of just detecting
a single peak voltage over 2.5 ms, I implemented an averaging of signal voltages over the
sampling time block to avoid detection of noise that could give a false peak voltage. I divided
the total number of samples (500) into 10 bins that consequently each have a duration of
0.25 ms and each contain 50 samples. The average absolute value of these 50 samples is
found for each bin at the same sampling rate of 200 kHz. The code loops through each bin
and if a higher average absolute value voltage is detected in the next bin, then this value
gets updated. Note that we must take the absolute value of the voltages because the average
voltage of a sinusoid would otherwise be zero. By dividing the total samples into di↵erent
bins and updating the peak average voltage by looping through each bin, we can filter out
isolated ”spikes” of noise that would otherwise be falsely captured as the peak voltage for
the sampling time block.
Additionally, the code saves the bin number when the average maximum voltage is
detected. Since we know each bin has a duration of 0.25 ms, saving the bin number of
the average maximum voltage after 10 bins gives us the information to verify the distance
between two devices. If the average peak voltage occurs within 6 ms (corresponding bin
number would get saved) of when the ADC sampling begins, then the two devices are within
6 ft of each other. The ADC Sampling code snippet can be seen below.
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Figure 11: ADC Reading + Peak Average Detection + Distance Verification Code Snippet
7.2.4 RF Functionality
I did not code the RF functionality from scratch, so I want to di↵erentiate my work from
the existing functionality. Texas Instruments already had two sample projects (rfEchoTx
and rfEchoRx) that worked in conjunction to enable bi-directional RF communication be-
tween two LaunchPad boards. In both projects, the Tx and Rx commands were chained
together so that they would run one after the other. For example, in the rfEchoTx project,
the LaunchPad board started in Tx mode and the Rx command was chained so that it
succeeded the Tx command [9]. In the rfEchoRx project, the LaunchPad board started in
Rx mode and the Tx command was chained so that it succeeded the Rx command [10].
Below is an image provided by Texas Instruments that shows the path of communication
between two units for a ”perfect echo” when the rfEchoTx and rfEchoRx sample projects
are programmed onto two LaunchPad boards [9].
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Figure 12: Path of Communication for Existing RF Functionality
However, I had to modify the two rfEcho projects and the above path of communication
to fit my design. I added the PWM code and ADC Sampling code to both projects, since
each device/board needs to transmit a square-wave burst to its US transmitter and sample
the signal at its US receiver. I had to unchain the Rx and Tx commands in the rfEchoRx
project so that I could insert the ADC Sampling code between the Rx and Tx commands
of device 2. The PWM code was added after the Rx and Tx commands. In contrast, the
rfEchoTx project commands did not need to be unchained since both the ADC Sampling
code and PWM code were added after the Tx and Rx commands.
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8 Evaluation of Design
8.1 Shortcomings
The prototype shows successful proof-of-concept. The devices demonstrate bi-directional
communication and each device’s buzzer is triggered when two units are in close proximity.
However, the design does have some shortcomings.
8.1.1 Disparity in US Signal and RF Signal Transmission Start Times from
Device 1 due to Hardware Limitations
One of the shortcomings of my prototype is that the US signal and RF signal do not
transmit at exactly the same time from device 1. Due to the limitations of the LaunchPad,
it seems that it cannot perform RF functionality and US functionality at the same time.
For this reason, I tried to delay the RF transmission very slightly so it would occur right
after the PWM code that sends the US transmission. But it seems like regardless of how
small of a delay I program, the hardware automatically sets a 0.25 ms delay after the US
signal transmission (which is equivalent to a 1.25 ms delay from the start of the US signal
transmission since the US burst is 1 ms in duration). This discrepancy in the US signal
and RF signal transmission start times from device 1 leads to some complications, and this
is discussed in the next section Inaccurate ADC Sampling Time Block due to Hardware
Limitations. Figure 13 below shows the timing of the signal transmissions from device
1. The yellow signal is the 1 ms 40 kHz square-wave burst. The blue signal is the RF
transmission.
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Figure 13: US Signal + RF Signal Transmissions from Device 1
This is not an issue with device 2 (which is programmed with rfEchoRxFinal). This
is because in device 2, the Rx command happens first and then it is followed by the Tx
command. So the US signal transmission can happen immediately after the RF packet
has been echoed back (the Tx command) since it is the end of the program. In contrast,
in device 1 (which is programmed with rfEchoTxFinal), the Tx command happens first
and then it is followed by the Rx command. So the US signal transmission (which ideally
should be immediately after the Tx command) cannot occur because it is blocked by the
Rx functionality. There is a way around this; you could unchain the Tx and Rx commands
in rfEchoTxFinal, similar to how I unchained them in rfEchoRxFinal. However, I did not
get the opportunity to attempt this.
8.1.2 Inaccurate ADC Sampling Time Block due to Hardware Limitations
Another shortcoming of my design solution is that it does not capture the full 0 to 6 feet
range for distance detection. As discussed previously in the Ultrasound Signal Reception:
ADC Sampling subsection, the current ADC sampling time block is 2.5 ms, so data received
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outside that time interval is missed. This means that the US receiver voltages are only read
for 2.5 ms (for every 1 s transmission-reception loop), so the range of detection is only about
2.5 feet (since sounds travels at approximately 1 ms/ft). This is evident when we observe
device 1. As expected, device 1 only beeps when it is about 0-3 feet away from another
device. The data that arrives in the latter 3-6 ms is missed since the ADC sampling has
stopped, so device 1 does not beep if it is 3-6 feet away from another device.
However, it is interesting to note that, in contrast to device 1, device 2 only beeps when
it is about 3-6 feet away from another device. This means that the data that arrives in the
first 0-3 ms is missed. One would think that device 2 should behave as device 1 does, and
only beep if it is 0-3 ft away from another device since the latter part of the data should
be missed when the ADC sampling stops after 2.5 ms. The reason that device 2 does not
behave this way is because of the di↵erent transmission start times of the US signal and RF
signal from device 1, as discussed previously in the Disparity in US Signal and RF Signal
Transmission Start Times from Device 1 due to Hardware Limitations subsection. The US
signal begins its transmission 1.25 ms before the RF signal from device 1. This means that
when the ADC sampling on device 2 begins (at t = 0 since the RF propagation time is
zero), the US signal has already traveled for 1.25 ms (or about 1.25 ft). Hence, if the two
devices are within 1.25 ft of each other, device 2 will not beep since the ADC sampling code
will not have started yet. Once the ADC sampling begins, device 2 will receive data for 2.5
ms and then stop. So, unlike device 1, device 2 has a di↵erent range of detection. It does
not detect if the units are within 1.25 feet (since the ADC sampling has not begun) or if
the units are between about 5-6 feet (since the ADC sampling stops after 2.5 ms).
In conclusion, to avoid these issues we must sample for at least 6 ms so that the full 0-6
ft range can be captured. Ideally, we would sample for about 10 ms, just so that we can air
on the side of caution and sample for a little extra time. After 10 ms (10 ft), we are not
interested because we are sure that the devices are not in close proximity. The reason why
I was not able to sample for more than 2.5 ms was because the number of samples would
have exceeded the hardware’s allowed bu↵er RAM size. The longer the sampling time block
is, the more number of samples we take. And since we are sampling at a high frequency of
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200 kHz, the maximum allowed bu↵er size gets exceeded if we attempt to sample for 6 ms.
This issue is resolvable, and a potential solution would be to fill four di↵erent bu↵ers for 2.5
ms each to sample for the required amount of time (10 ms). I did not have the opportunity
to experiment with this; my solution starts the ADC sampling, fills one bu↵er for 2.5 ms,
and then cancels the ADC sampling. However, you could potentially have a counter to keep
track of the number of bu↵ers filled, and only cancel the ADC sampling after all four bu↵ers
have been filled.
8.2 Scalability
My prototype is a scaled-down version and has many limitations, but it could be ex-
panded into a more robust product.
Currently, the prototype consists of only two devices. More devices could be built to
model a real-world application in which each user in a group setting receives such a device.
Additionally, the prototype currently only uses one US transmitter and one US receiver for
each device, so the angle of detection is limited. More transmitters and receivers could be
added in di↵erent orientations to each device so that a device could detect other units at
any angle. Another idea to take this project to the next level is to implement a central
system that can connect to all the devices in use in an area and monitor clustering and
social distancing violations.
There are some foreseeable issues with adding more devices to the current design. Cur-
rently, there are two devices in the system; device 1 runs the rfEchoTxFinal code and starts
in transmission mode, while device 2 runs the rfEchoRxFinal code and starts in reception
mode. Let us say that a third device (device 3) is added to the current two-device prototype,
and this new device is programmed with rfEchoRxFinal. Device 1 sits between device 2 and
device 3. Since device 1 is programmed with rfEchoRxFinal, it starts the transmissions, and
device 2 and 3 receive the transmitted signals and echo them back to device 1. A diagram
of this imagined layout is shown below.
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Figure 14: Three-Device Example Layout
If device 2 is 5 feet away from device 1 and device 3 is also 5 feet away from device 1,
then all three devices will beep, which is correct. Now let us imagine that device 3 is 8 feet
away from device 1, while device 2 is still 5 feet away from device 1. Ideally, device 1 and 2
should beep and device 3 should not beep. However, it may be possible that the US signal
device 1 receives from device 3 is stronger than the US signal device 1 receives from device
2. Although this is unlikely (since device 2 is closer to device 1), it could happen if device
2 is at a strange orientation or its US propagation gets blocked by another object in the
way. If this happens, then device 1 will detect that the maximum average voltage received
during its ADC sampling time block will be from the US signal from device 3. According to
the current implementation, device 1 will also detect the bin number when this maximum
average voltage occurs. Since device 3 is 8 feet away, the detected bin number will not be
low enough and so device 1 will not beep. The solution to this is to implement more complex
and robust code that does not depend solely on detecting the maximum average voltage.
It may be more accurate to combine this existing functionality with other factors such as
observing the shape of the signal.
Another issue to consider is the di↵erence in code being loaded onto device 1 and 2.
Currently, there are two devices in the system; device 1 runs the rfEchoTxFinal code and
starts in transmission mode, while device 2 runs the rfEchoRxFinal code and starts in
reception mode. Device 2 waits to receive the transmitted RF signal from device 1 to
begin its operations. This implementation works well when there are only two devices in
the system. However, if more devices are added, it is ambiguous whether these new devices
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would be programmed with the rfEchoTxFinal code or the rfEchoRxFinal code. The current
implementation mandates that for two devices to beep when they are within six feet of each
other, one of the devices must start in transmisson mode (rfEchoTxFinal) and the other
must start in reception mode and be able to echo back (rfEchoRxFinal). With more devices
in the system, this would cause problems since it is not guaranteed that two devices in close
proximity would follow this rule; if two devices were both programmed with rfEchoTxFinal
or both devices were programmed with rfEchoRxFinal, the current functionality would not
translate and the devices would not beep. The solution to this is that each device must be
programmed with the same code. The code would have to be written such that it allowed
the device to automatically alternate between transmission mode and then reception mode
(without necessarily receiving a RF signal). For example, the code may allow the device
to sit in transmission mode for 100 ms and then automatically switch to receiving mode
for 900 ms. However, if two devices happened to switch to transmission mode at the exact
same time and transmit a RF signal at the exact same time, neither device would beep,
even if they were in close proximity. There would need to be some randomization in how
the devices modes were switched so that the RF transmission would not conflict on any two





The biggest challenge I faced during this project was programming the microcontrollers.
The LaunchPads were new devices that I was unfamiliar with and I spent a lot of time
doing sample projects and reading documentation on the Texas Instruments website to learn.
Additionally, although I have some experience with software programming, I came to realize
that hardware programming is quite di↵erent. Often individual code components would
work but when integrated together, there would be an error in functionality because one
block of code might have been blocking another section. An understanding of the hardware
(for example understanding the RAM memory when debugging the ADC component) was
necessary rather than just blindly writing code.
Another challenge I faced was working remotely. Since I was working from my home,
I did not have access to the resources of an electronics lab. For example, I used the AD2
as an oscilloscope, function generator, and power supply, and often it performed all three
of these functions at the same time. Although this functioned perfectly, it got messy and
was inconvenient at times. Additionally, I had to be thoughtful about ordering parts and
tools to ensure that I would have the necessary materials to complete the project, while also
being careful not to overspend.
9.1.2 Learning
On the hardware side, this project reinforced analog electronics concepts such as band-
pass filters, input impedance, and reading data sheet specifications. I also learned about
and had the opportunity to use a new piece of hardware: the ultrasonic transducers. On
the software side, I programmed microcontrollers for the first time and was able to apply
my knowledge of programming in C. I also learned the basics of RF communication since
that was one of the methods of communication between two devices. Additionally, I also
got some experience with serial (UART) communication and learned to use Terminal to see
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data being sent to a microcontroller by connecting to the serial console and setting the baud
rate.
I developed my debugging skills and learned to debug and test using both hardware
and software tools. For example, setting breakpoints and including print statements is a
good way to debug pure software, but print statements can slow down the functionality
of the hardware, so they must be used carefully to avoid unexpected delays. Using serial
communication to see data being sent to/from a microcontroller is an alternative that avoids
the use of print statements. Additionally, combining this with an oscilloscope to probe
signals at specific points can be an even more powerful debugging tool.
9.2 Project Outcomes
The goal for this project was to develop a system that could facilitate social distancing
by alerting users when they got too close to each other. This was achieved by building a
Social Distancing Sensor: a system that consists of two devices that communicate with each
other through both ultrasonic and radio frequency signals. The devices are programmed
with TI LaunchPads (development boards that contain microcontrollers), and both devices
beep if they are within 6 ft of each other.
The biggest design flaw in the current prototype is that it does not capture the full 0
to 6 feet range for distance detection. Device 1 only beeps when it is about 0-3 ft away
from the other device, and device 2 only beeps when it is about 3-6 ft away from the other
device. This is because the current ADC sampling duration (2.5 ms) is insu cient and
leads to missed data. Please see the Inaccurate ADC Sampling Time Block due to Hardware
Limitations subsection for details.
In terms of scalability, one of the key items to improve before expanding this system
would be to implement a more robust way of detecting a US signal. The current imple-
mentation simply detects the maximum average voltage during the ADC sampling period,
but this could lead to inaccurate results with multiple units. Additionally, another target
for improvement would to unify the two di↵erent coding programs (rfEchoTxFinal and rfE-
choRxFinal) so that each device could be programmed with the same code. Please see the
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Scalability section for details.
Even with its shortcomings, this project shows successful proof-of-concept and could
be developed into a commercial product. In fact, Ford Motor Company is experimenting
with this concept of enforcing social distancing by developing wearable wristbands that
buzz when two employees come within six feet of each other. The devices utilize Bluetooth
short-wave and low-power technology, and Ford is hoping to implement this system as they
reopen after a period of inactivity due to COVID-19 closures [11]. Their idea is very similar
to my prototype and is an example of a scaled-up, real-world application of how such social
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10.2.1 Appendix A: Bandpass Filter Calculations
See the Schematic of a Single Device subsection for a schematic.
Finding Transfer Function of Non-Inverting Bandpass Filter:
























(sR2C2 + 1) · (sR1C1 + 1)
Finding Poles of Bandpass Filter:
Gain = k = 10 = 1 +
R2
R1
Pole 1 : R1 = 1 k⌦, C1 = 47 nF
1
2⇡(1e3)(47e  9) = 3.4 kHz
Pole 2 : R2 = 10 k⌦, C2 = 100 pF
1
2⇡(10e3)(100e  12) = 159 kHz
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10.2.2 Appendix B: Code
All the project files can be found at the following Github repository: https://github.
com/namyamalik/Engs86_Independent_Project. There are several folders contained code
that I used while building this project, but the folders of interest for running the final project
are rfEchoRxFinal and rfEchoTxFinal. These two programs can be retrieved from Github,
opened in Code Composer Studio, and loaded onto the LaunchPad boards.
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10.2.3 Appendix C: First Page of Datasheets
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